ANALYSIS OF IMPACT OF DISRUPTIONS COMING FROM A SHIP ON THE ACCURACY OF DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF THE TRACKED AIR TARGET BY THE MODIFIED OPTOELECTRONIC SCANNING AND TRACKING IR SEEKER

ABSTRACT

The paper presents the results of research whose aim was to specify the impact of disruptions coming from the movement of a ship on the accuracy of determining the location of the tracked target by the modified, optoelectronic scanning and tracking seeker (OSTS). The basic task of OSTS consists in detecting and then tracking closely the detected air target, emitting infrared radiation.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of detecting air attack means (AAM) in air space on small distances (up to 6 km) may be done directly by operators (anti-aircraft gunners) equipped e.g. with optical day or night-vision sights. However, due to the constant development of AAM, the visual detection and determination of flight parameters of a target is becoming less and less effective, and more and more frequently on short
distances it is replaced by advanced systems of automatic detection and tracking. Automatic searching in space can be done with an active, semi-active or passive method. The first two methods consist in sending most often electromagnetic waves into the air space from the observation position and then receiving the radiation reflected from the target (the so called echo). The drawback of the above methods is that the tracked object may detect that it is being tracked and in this way learn the location of observation positions from which it was radiated. Whereas, the passive method consists in detecting own radiation that is emitted by the target itself (usually electromagnetic infrared waves) thanks to which the target is not able to detect that it is being tracked. After locating the target, the detecting system should determine its location, and then commence the tracking in order to guide, e.g. an anti-aircraft rocket missile. The designed, passive scanning and tracking IR seeker [8] allows to aim a missile only in the direction of the predicted appearance of the target. The optical axis of the seeker does program movements [5, 10] and simultaneously the system of mirrors scans the air space with the so called big scanning angle. It increases the area of searching and, with the suitable selection of speed of the programmed movement, gives satisfactorily dense scanning of space. At the moment of intercepting the target by the seeker, angles by which its axis is to be moved so that it overlapped with the target observation line (LOC) are determined. It is still the program control which can be carried out, e.g. in a straight line with the so called overtaking angle [7, 9]. After intercepting the target and the programmed resetting of the seeker axis on LOC, there is the second phase consisting in tracking it. During that phase, the seeker passes into the second mode of operation in which the set angles of scanning mirrors [11] are decreased as a result of which the scanned area of space is narrowed down, while the control of the seeker axis is performed based on the angular coordinates of the target which are determined on an ongoing basis by the optoelectronic system of the device. During the programmed search of the air space by OSTS and while tracking the already detected target, there may appear negative forces coming from the movements of the missile launcher in which a missile is placed. Those movements may be caused directly by the gunner holding the missile launcher on their shoulder unsteadily, or by the movement of the ground on which the launcher is placed, e.g. the deck of the ship at sea. In light of the above, it is necessary to conduct the analysis of impact of the above disruptions on the accuracy of control of the OSTS axis as well as on the accuracy of determining angular coordinates of the detected target.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

To perform the analysis whose aim is to examine the impact of the disruptions coming from the movement of a ship floating on waves on the process of detecting and tracking an air target by OSTS, the model of the above phenomenon was adopted according to [29] categorizing the movements of the ship in accordance with six degrees of freedom. Figure 1a shows main components of oscillatory movement of a ship on the surface of sea, while figure 1b shows the double anti-aircraft short-range rocket missile launcher that is mounted on the ship. Figure 1c shows the diagram of the designed IR seeker, including the adopted systems of coordinates as well as markings of individual angles of rotation of respective systems in relation to one another. When considering the movements of a ship floating on the surface of sea, the beginning of the system of coordinates $xyz$ was adopted that is connected with the ship in its centre of gravity $G$. Due to the analysed problem connected with detecting and tracking air targets, axis $z$ of the above system was directed upwards, axis $x$ was directed towards the bow, while axis $y$ towards the left side. The movements of the ship floating on waves, marked in figure 1a, are defined as follows: 1 — heave, 2 — sway, 3 — surge, 4 — pitch, 5 — yaw, 6 — roll. The angle of lateral tilt of the ship caused by rolling is marked as $\tau_x$, the angle of longitudinal tilt of the ship caused by pitching is marked as $\tau_z$, while swamping a ship which is the result of yawing is marked as $\tau_y$. It was assumed that the launcher mounted on the ship may perform additional angular movements in the horizontal plane (azimuth) marked with number 7 in figure 1b and with number 8 in the vertical plane. The marking of launcher rotation angle was adopted in azimuth as $\psi_w$ and in altitude as $\gamma_w$.

The law of scanning the air space by the optoelectronic system of OSTS was presented in [3] and we will write it in the following way:

\[
\beta_x(t) = a \tan(\tan(\beta(t))) \cdot \cos(a \sin(z_{zp}(t)) / \sqrt{x_{zp}(t)^2 + z_{zp}(t)^2})
\]

(1)

\[
\beta_z(t) = a \tan(\tan(\beta(t))) \cdot \sin(a \sin(z_{zp}(t)) / \sqrt{x_{zp}(t)^2 + z_{zp}(t)^2})
\]

(2)

where:

$\beta_x(t), \beta_z(t)$ — angular coordinates of the detected target in relation to the scanning seeker axis;
$\beta(t)$ — the resultant angle of deflection of a light beam from the optical axis;  
$x_{zp}, z_{zp}$ — components of the location of a light beam on the surface of the primary mirror.

Fig. 1. The adopted systems of coordinates

The resultant angular movements of missile body in which the seeker is mounted are treated as external disruptions and have been determined with the use of angular speeds: $\omega_x, \omega_y, \omega_z$, causing the rotation of the body around individual axes of the system $x_p, y_p, z_p$ by appropriate angles $\alpha_x, \alpha_y, \alpha_z$.

The following systems of coordinates were introduced:

- $x \, y \, z$ — the system of coordinates connected with the ship;
- $x_K \, y_K \, z_K$ — the system of coordinates connected with the missile launcher, determining the reference direction for OSTS in space;
- $x_R \, y_R \, z_R$ — the moving system of coordinates connected with the rotor of the IR seeker;
- $x_{CW} \, y_{CW} \, z_{CW}$ — the moving system of coordinates connected with the inner housing;
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\( x_{CZ}, y_{CZ}, z_{CZ} \) — the moving system of coordinates connected with the outer housing;  
\( x_p, y_p, z_p \) — the moving system of coordinates connected with the missile.

The following markings of individual angles of rotation were adopted:  
\( \tau_x \) — the angle of lateral tilt of a ship caused by rolling;  
\( \tau_y \) — the angle of swamping a ship which is the result of yawing;  
\( \tau_z \) — the angle of longitudinal tilt of a ship caused by pitching;  
\( \psi_w, \gamma_w \) — the angles of rotation of the rocket missile launcher in azimuth and in altitude respectively;  
\( \psi \) — angle of rotation \( x_{CZ}, y_{CZ}, z_{CZ} \) in relation to \( x_K, y_K, z_K \) around axis \( z_{CZ} \);  
\( \vartheta \) — angle of rotation \( x_{CW}, y_{CW}, z_{CW} \) in relation to \( x_K, y_K, z_K \) around axis \( x_{CW} \);  
\( \varphi \) — angle of rotation \( x_R, y_R, z_R \) in relation to \( x_K, y_K, z_K \) around axis \( y_R \);  
\( \alpha_x \) — angle of rotation \( x_p, y_p, z_p \) in relation to \( x_K, y_K, z_K \) around axis \( x_p \);  
\( \alpha_y \) — angle of rotation \( x_p, y_p, z_p \) in relation to \( x_K, y_K, z_K \) around axis \( y_p \);  
\( \alpha_z \) — angle of rotation \( x_p, y_p, z_p \) in relation to \( x_K, y_K, z_K \) around axis \( z_p \).

Hence, the location of the IR seeker axis in relation to the system \( x_K, y_K, z_K \) is determined with the use of three angles: \( \psi, \vartheta, \varphi \). Angles \( \psi, \vartheta \) are measured with the use of fibre-optic sensors, while angle \( \varphi \) is measured with rotor location sensor [8].

As given quantities the following were adopted:  
1. \( J_{x_{CZ}}, J_{y_{CZ}}, J_{z_{CZ}} \) — calculated moments of complete inertia of the outer housing.  
2. \( J_{x_{CW}}, J_{y_{CW}}, J_{z_{CW}} \) — calculated moments of complete inertia of the inner housing.  
3. \( J_{x_R}, J_{y_R}, J_{z_R} \) — calculated moments of inertia of the rotor.  
4. \( \mathbf{\bar{\omega}}_p (\omega_{x_p}, \omega_{y_p}, \omega_{z_p}) \) — angular speed of the missile body.  
5. \( \mathbf{\bar{M}}_Z \) — moment of missile forces having an impact on the outer housing.  
6. \( \mathbf{\bar{M}}_W \) — moment of missile forces having an impact on the inner housing.  
7. \( \mathbf{\bar{M}}_{TW}, \mathbf{\bar{M}}_{TZ} \) — moments of friction forces in bearings in inner and outer housing respectively, however \( \mathbf{\bar{M}}_{TW} = c_w \mathbf{\bar{\vartheta}}, \mathbf{\bar{M}}_{TZ} = c_z \mathbf{\bar{\psi}} \), where \( c_w, c_z \) are friction coefficients in bearings of the inner and outer housing respectively.
Based on the adopted physical model of OSTS, using Lagrange II-nd kind of equations, the equations of the seeker movement were derived [4, 16–19, 21]:

\[ M_Z = M_{TZ} + J_{zCZ} \frac{d}{dt} \omega_{zCZ} + J_{yCW} \frac{d}{dt} (\omega_{yCW} \sin \theta) + J_{zCW} \frac{d}{dt} (\omega_{zCW} \cos \theta) + J_{yR} \frac{d}{dt} (\omega_{yR} \sin \theta) + J_{zR} \frac{d}{dt} (\omega_{zR} \cos \theta) \]

\[ - (J_{xCW} + J_{xR}) \omega_{xCW} \omega_{yCW} - (J_{yCW} + J_{yR}) \omega_{yCW} \omega_{xCW} \cos \theta + (J_{zCW} + J_{zR}) \omega_{zCW} \omega_{yCW} \sin \theta + J_{yR} \omega_{yR} \omega_{zCW} \cos \theta \]

where:

angular speed of the rotor of the seeker
\[ \omega_{yR} = n \]

angular speeds of the outer housing
\[ \omega_{xCW} = \omega_{xCZ} \cos \psi + \omega_{yP} \sin \psi, \quad \omega_{yCW} = -\omega_{xCZ} \sin \psi + \omega_{yP} \cos \psi, \quad \omega_{zCW} = \dot{\psi} + \omega_{zP} \]

angular speeds of the inner housing
\[ \omega_{xCW} = \omega_{xCZ} + \dot{\theta}, \quad \omega_{yCW} = \omega_{yCZ} \cos \theta + \omega_{zCZ} \sin \theta, \quad \omega_{zCW} = -\omega_{yCZ} \sin \theta + \omega_{zCZ} \cos \theta. \]

**Parameters of OSTS**

Moments of inertia of the rotor relative to the axis \(x, y, z\):
\[ J_{xR} = 0.00158446 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2, \quad J_{yR} = 0.0011405 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2, \quad J_{zR} = 0.00158124 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2. \]

Moments of inertia of the complete inner housing relative to the axis \(x, y, z\):
\[ J_{xCW} = 0.0004453 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2, \quad J_{yCW} = 0.0006437 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2, \quad J_{zCW} = 0.0004721 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2. \]

Moments of inertia of the complete outer housing relative to the axis \(x, y, z\):
\[ J_{xCW} = 0.00020254 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2, \quad J_{yCW} = 0.0003237 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2, \quad J_{zCW} = 0.000249 \text{ kg} \cdot \text{m}^2. \]
Friction coefficient in the bearing of inner housing: \( c_w = 0,05 \, \text{N} \cdot \text{m} \cdot \text{s} \).
Friction coefficient in the bearing of outer housing: \( c_z = 0,05 \, \text{N} \cdot \text{m} \cdot \text{s} \).
Rotary velocity of the rotor: \( n = 1050 \, \text{rad/s} \approx 10000 \, \text{obr/min} \).
Weight of complete seeker: \( m_G = 2,25 \, \text{kg} \).
Maximum torque of the motors for control the individual seeker housings: \( M_{\text{max}} = 1,5 \, \text{N} \cdot \text{m} \).

**Parameters of ship movement on sea waves**

The movements of a ship floating on waves are a complex phenomenon, caused among others by free oscillation of sea surface, wind, the buoyancy of a sailing unit, its speed, or the direction of wave [20, 29]. The periods of free tilt of the body also depend on whether vessel centre of mass exceeds its buoyancy and on the dimensions of the body itself. These periods decrease along with the buoyancy of the ship, while also the length and height of sea wave has an impact on the values of tilt angles. That is why it is important to determine both the parameters of the ship on which the rocket missile launcher is mounted, as well as the condition of sea during which fire actions are to be conducted. Due to the critical parameters of forces which have an impact on the reliable operation of OSTS [6], it was assumed that the IR seeker operates on a small unit with small buoyancy of 200 t (e.g. minesweeper type 207 M) [23, 24] and the completion of combat tasks is performed with the condition of sea up to 4 on the Beaufort scale. For the above assumptions, maximum tilt amplitudes of the body have been determined at the level of \( A = 26^\circ \) and the frequency of their occurrence in scopes of \( f = 0,5 - 0,125 \, \text{Hz} \). The presented above, oscillation movements of a ship floating on waves are variable in time. The movements themselves of the free surface of sea are unstable phenomena, occurring in an irregular way and at random. Adopting a regular model of the ship tilt (e.g. through the sinusoidal function) for the above conditions does not make sense. Irregular models of ships oscillations are prepared mainly with the use of characteristics of distribution of random variables considering the dependences between longitudinal and side tilt values, their speeds and accelerations in the considered period of time [2, 13, 15, 28]. The resultant disruption in any point of the area, which is reached by various waves of the same kind, is the algebraic total of disruptions caused in that point by each wave separately, what is the basic premise of the so called superposition of waves [27]. Other ways of modelling ship movements on waves may be their direct measurement on the deck of the sailing unit or laboratory observation of miniature ships on observation positions [1, 22, 25, 26].
In the above paper will be presented different from those mentioned above a way of modelling dynamic oscillations of a ship on waves. This oscillations will then be used as the disruptive phenomena for the examined OSTS. According to the above conducted analysis, maximum amplitudes have been determined as well as the ranges of their frequency for oscillations of a given type of ship with the assumed condition of sea. With view to the fact that detecting and tracking an air target by OSTS is a relatively short process and considering the random nature of oscillations of a ship on waves, such type of sample phenomena can easily be drawn, what was presented in figure 2. To be sure as to the continuity of the drawn line and of the fact that the ‘process does not go back in time’, i.e. that the direction of the drawn line always runs from left to right, one should use the software that enables precise drawing based on the system of coordinates and saving vector files, e.g. AutoCAD software.

The drawn graph (fig. 2) is saved in the planned resolution in a file that enables its further graphical processing. The time of phenomenon occurrence is reflected on the horizontal axis, while its values on the vertical axis. For example, if the total time of graph shown in figure 2 is to amount to $t = 8s$, while the maximum amplitude $A = 20°$ and the file was saved in the resolution of 1366x768, then the sampling sequence of the time axis will amount to $\Delta t = \frac{t}{1366} = 0,005857$ and for the axis of function values to $\Delta A = \frac{A}{768} = 0,026042$.

If the obtained sampling parameters are not satisfactory, then fragments of the file may be increased by vectors, and thus its resolution may be increased, or the data obtained from the file may be subjected to polishing up and further numerical processing. The next step is differentiation after the time of the data obtained from...
the file and thereby calculating the speed and accelerations of the occurrence of the phenomenon. For polishing up data the averaging algorithm was used, while for the numerical decrease of the sampling sequence the algorithms similar to the ones used in paper [12] were used or similar to the method of Simpson’s approximated integration [14] with the difference that the divided period between consecutive sampling sequences is not replaced with a vector function or a second degree polynomial, but the averaging function. Decreasing the sampling sequence is done in accordance with the pre-calculated accelerations, and then the process is reversed, i.e., speed and movement of the simulated phenomenon are determined using integration. All operations have been performed based on own software written in C++ language. Figures 3–6 show the results of numerical processing of a file with the buoyancy shown in figure 2 which can be treated as the dynamic rolling of a ship on sea waves. Figure 3 shows the calculated angular speeds of a ship $\dot{\tau}_x$, while figure 4 shows angular speeds of the above phenomenon $\dot{\tau}_x$. Figure 5 shows the calculated course of rolling of a ship after polishing up data and the numerical decrease of the sampling sequence what was shown in figure 6.

Fig. 3. Simulation of the angular acceleration roll motion resulting from the digital processing the graph shown in fig. 2

Fig. 4. Calculated angular velocity roll motion for acceleration shown in fig. 3

Fig. 5. Calculated values roll motion for acceleration shown in fig. 3

Fig. 6. An enlarged section of fig. 5 showing a numerical reduction in the sampling step
Parameters of launcher movement

Apart from the forces coming from oscillations of the ship floating on sea waves disrupting the operation of OSTS, also additional forces in the form of movements of the rocket missile launcher itself independent of ship movements should be taken into consideration. Two types of that sort of disruptions were considered in the paper. The first pertains to the launcher mounted directly on the ship (fig. 1a, b) where the launcher may perform additional angular movements in azimuth and in altitude. Due to limitations resulting from permissible angular speeds for individual OSTS housings \[20\] which maximally amount to 70°/s (in the case of seeker operation without external disruptions), it should be adopted initially that maximum angular speeds of launcher movements in its programmed resetting on the detected target cannot exceed the above value. The second considered case of disruptions are random movements of a single launcher, held on a shoulder by a gunner who is on the deck of a ship.

RESEARCH RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Below are presented selected examples of computer simulation of the analysis of impact of disruptions coming from a sea ship as well as the movements of the launcher mounted on its deck, on the accuracy of controlling the OSTS axis as well as on the accuracy of determining angular coordinates of the detected air target.

Verifying the operation of OSTS in the mode of searching the air space on the surface of a circular cone with the simultaneous consideration of forces coming from the movements of the launcher located on the shoulder of a gunner

Apart figures 7–12 shows the forces coming from a sudden movement of the rocket missile launcher which was caused by the gunner holding it on his shoulder. Accelerations of the launcher and thereby the axis of a rocket missile which is located in it are shown in figures 9–10. Figure 13 shows the trajectories of programmed movement of the seeker axis and the trajectory of movement of rocket missile axis, caused by forces coming from the rocket missile launcher. Figures 11 and 12 show the moments controlling individual OSTS housings, with the consideration of the impact of disruptive forces and without, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Rotation of the missile around the $z_p$ axis of the projectile caused by the movement of the launcher located on the shoulder of the shooter.

Fig. 8. Rotation of the missile around the $z_p$ axis of the projectile caused by the movement of the launcher located on the shoulder of the shooter.

Fig. 9. The angular acceleration of extortion which is shown in fig. 7.

Fig. 10. The angular acceleration of extortion which is shown in fig. 8.

Fig. 11. Control moments of the IR scanning seeker taking into account oscillations disturbing coming from ship.

Fig. 12. Control moments of the outer $M_Z$ and inner housing $M_W$ (IR scanning seeker) no taking into account oscillations disturbing coming from ship.
It appears from the diagrams of trajectories of movement set and performed by the OSTS axis shown in figure 13 that the forces shown above do not have a significant impact on the process of controlling the seeker, while when compared to figures 11 and 12 it appears that they cause the increase of controlling moments in a permissible scope.

**Verifying the operation of OSTS in the mode of searching the air space on the surface of an unwinding spiral with the consideration of forces coming from a sea ship with the condition of sea of 3 B**

Figures 14–19 shows the forces coming from the movements of the ship on waves having an impact on the missile launcher mounted on its deck (fig. 1a, 1b) and thereby on OSTS. Accelerations and angular speeds of the launcher are shown in figures 17–19 respectively. Figure 22 shows the trajectories of programmed movement of the seeker axis and the trajectory of movement of rocket missile axis, caused by oscillations of a ship.
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Fig. 14. Roll motion of the ship

Fig. 15. Yaw motion of the ship

Fig. 16. Angular velocity roll motion

Fig. 17. Angular velocity yaw motion

Fig. 18. Angular acceleration roll motion

Fig. 19. Angular acceleration yaw motion
It appears from the diagrams of trajectories of movement set and performed by the OSTS axis shown in figure 22 that the forces shown above do not have a significant impact on the process of controlling the seeker, while when compared to figures 20 and 21 it appears that they cause the increase of controlling moments in a permissible scope.
Verifying the operation of OSTS in the mode of searching the air space by the seekers of two rocket missiles simultaneously, with the consideration of forces coming from a sea ship with the condition of sea of 4 B

Figures 23–28 shows the forces coming from the movements of a ship floating on waves having an impact on the missile launcher mounted on its deck. Figures 31 and 32 show the trajectories of programmed movement of the seeker axis No. 1 and No. 2 respectively, and the trajectories of movement of rocket missiles axes, caused by the oscillations of a ship. The seeker of the first missile scans the air space on the surface of a single circular cone, while the seeker of the second missile is programmed in such a way so that after scanning the space on the surface of the first cone it started an additional search on the surface of the second circular cone.
It appears from the diagrams of trajectories of movement performed by OSTS axis and missile axis shown in fig. 31 that the considered forces coming from the ship have a slight impact on the process of searching the air space by OSTS on the surface of a single circular cone, while it appears from figure 32 that the seeker will not manage to search the air space on the surface of the second circular cone. Having compared figures 29 and 30, it can be stated that the fact that the trajectories $T_R$ shown in figure 31 do not overlap is caused by reaching maximum values $M_{\text{max}}$ by controlling moments.
Verify the impact of forces coming from the ship on the accuracy of determining the location of the target tracked by OSTS with the condition of sea of 3 B

In order to conduct the analysis of possibility of detecting and tracking an air target by the designed seeker with the simultaneous forces coming from the movements of the ship on waves, the disruptions working on OSTS presented in point 3.2 were considered. The simulation shown in figure 33 was conducted for flight speeds of targets: \( v_{c1} = 380 \, \text{m/s} \) and \( v_{c2} = 360 \, \text{m/s} \). The targets were located at the distance of 2500 m from the ship. Scanning the air space was done by two scanning and tracking seeker simultaneously. The process of selection of air targets by individual OSTS has been described in paper [7].
The coordinates of air targets in relation to OSTS axis at the moment of their detection amounted to respectively:
- for the target detected by OSTS 1: $\beta_x(t) = 0.884^\circ$, $\beta_z(t) = 0.473^\circ$;
- for the target detected by OSTS 2: $\beta_x(t) = -0.472^\circ$, $\beta_z(t) = 0.532^\circ$.

Fig. 33. The searching, detection and tracking of the target, taking into account the movements of the ship (minesweeper 207 M) — sea state 3 in Beaufort scale

It appears from the simulation shown in figure 33 that the disruptions coming from the oscillations of a sea ship type ‘minesweeper type 207 M’ with the condition of sea of 3 on the Beaufort scale do not have a negative impact on the process of detecting and tracking air targets by presented OSTS.

**RESEARCH RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS**

The conducted analysis of impact of disruptions coming from the ship floating on waves (without the linear velocity) proves that the designed optical scanning and tracking seeker will be searching and tracking the detected air targets from the deck of a ship of small buoyancy amounting to 200 t (e.g. minesweeper type 207 M) with the condition of sea of 3 on the Beaufort scale effectively.
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ANALIZA WPŁYWU ZAKŁÓCEŃ POCHODZĄCYCH OD OKRĘTU NA DOKŁADNOŚĆ WYZNACZANIA POŁOŻENIA ŚLIEDZONEGO CELU POWIETRZNEGO PRZEZ ZMODYFIKOWANĄ OPTOELEKTRONICZNĄ GŁOWICĘ SKANUJĄCO-ŚLIEDZĄCĄ

STRESZCZENIE

W artykule przedstawione zostały wyniki badań mających na celu określenie wpływu zakłóceń pochodzących od ruchu okrętu na dokładność wyznaczania położenia śledzonego celu przez zmodyfikowaną optoelektroniczną głowicę skanująco-śledzącą (OGSS). Podstawowym zadaniem OGSS jest wykrycie, a następnie precyzyjne śledzenie wykrytego celu powietrznego emitującego promieniowanie w zakresie podczerwieni.

Słowa kluczowe: mechatronika, głowica samonaprowadzająca, wykrywanie, śledzenie, zakłócenia.